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Steen’s Journal 

Entry 1 

I made a startling discovery today. 

-3♢4W-4-6Z 1⊥ ᴚ 4⊥5-⤚ ᴚ3>⊕☽5 ♢-⤚4♢⊕⊥.  

 

I believe I have found the means by which to slay a foul monster 

-3>3 138-  -3>4≠-♢Z⍝⊕╛-3≠⊥-5Z43W-⤚8-≠☽  ≠M-⊕⊥-⤚415-4-1⍝⊕╛-ᴚ3⊥5 

Z⊕W. 

 

While the other noble families of Broodhaven persist in seeking the resurrection of their 

heathen god Bruidd, I have turned my faith towards Damzu, the one true righteous deity.  

31 ≠M-3≠⊥-ᴚ3≠⊥⊕-318⊕ Z-53 1  W4╛-╛⊕- Z3>4≠♢⊕⊕ᴚ8-⊥5  5 ᴚ3d- Z  -9 

Z ⋊335-3≠⊥Z⊕ ⊥☽3ᴚ⍝553ᴚ-╛⊕- ᴚ 3≠⊥-♢⊕9-♢♢  ᴚ8-  -3>4≠-♢3Zᴚ⍝⊥-⤚W-

≠⊥ 4-5♢ᴚ4 M⊕⊥-⍝NW4♢-3≠⊥-3Z⊕-3⍝ᴚ⊥-5⍝⊕3⊥≠9  ᴚ-⤚⊥  3♢. 

 

I have not yet told them of my conversion, and feign an interest still in their impious designs, 

for it is my intention to destroy the hideous god creature, if he truly exists.  

-3>4≠-⊥⊕Z-♢1⊕⊥- W3≠⊥-╛⊕-⤚W- Z⊕ 5ᴚ3> Z⊕☽-♢Z4-Z9  3╛-Z4-⊥53ᴚ3⊥Z  

-11 ⊥5-Z -ᴚ  3≠⊥-5⍝⊕  dW  -5Z9 53♢-ᴚ⊕╛-⊥ -5 -⤚W-Z⊕ -

Z3⊥Z  -⊕⊥-⤚⊕ᴚ⊥53♢-3≠⊥-5⍝⊕3♢  ≠-♢⊕9-3ᴚ⍝⊥43ᴚ☽-╛  -3≠-⤚1⍝ ᴚ⊥-5⊥5  

+3. 

 

Turn to ten. 

Zᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-Z3⊥. 

 

 

 

 

 



Entry 2 

I had to discover whether the monster Bruidd that they dedicate their foul devotion towards 

exists or not, so I endeavoured on a quest that I might know for certain.  

 -♢4≠-⊕⊥-ᴚ3>⊕☽5 ♢-ᴚ3≠⊥3≠W-3≠⊥-ᴚ3⊥5Z⊕W-≠♢♢  ⍝ᴚ8-⊥4≠⊥-⤚3≠⊥-3⊥4☽

♢3♢- ᴚ  3≠⊥-1⍝⊕╛-Z⊕  ⊥⊕>3♢-3♢ᴚ4M⊕⊥-5⊥5  +3- ᴚ⊕-⊥⊕Z-⊕5-  -

♢3ᴚ⍝⊕>43♢Z3-Z⊕-4-⊥53⍝Ό-⊥4≠⊥- -⊥≠9  W-  - M⊕ Z⋊- ᴚ⊕╛-Z  4⊥ᴚ3☽. 

 

They say that he dwells in a cavern below the Isle of Bruidd, the only way in or out by a long 

underwater passage, through which no mortal could pass but surely drown. 

⤚3≠⊥-⤚45-⊥4≠⊥-3≠-5113 M♢- Z -4-Z ᴚ3>4☽- M⊕138-3≠⊥-315  -╛⊕--♢♢  ⍝ᴚ8-

3≠⊥-⤚1Z⊕-⤚4M- Z - ᴚ⊕-⊥⍝⊕-⤚8-4-9Z⊕1-ᴚ3⊥4Mᴚ3♢Z⍝-394554d-≠9⍝⊕ᴚ≠⊥-≠☽

≠M-⊕Z-♢1⍝⊕☽-554d-⊥⍝8-⤚13ᴚ⍝5-ZM⊕ᴚ♢. 

 

South of Broodhaven, there is an area of sea, a sandbank where the locals dive for pearls 

and where is rumoured to exist a type of seaweed with large polyps in which air is trapped.  

≠⊥⍝⊕5-⊕-Z3>4≠♢⊕⊕ᴚ8-3ᴚ3≠⊥-5 -Z4-43ᴚ4-╛⊕-435-4-⋊Z48♢Z45-3ᴚ3≠M-3≠⊥-

514☽⊕1-3> ♢-ᴚ⊕╛-51ᴚ43d-♢Z4-3ᴚ3≠M-5 -⊕⊥-⊥5  +3-4-3d⤚⊥-╛⊕-♢33M435-≠⊥

M-39ᴚ41-5d⤚1⊕d-Z -≠☽  ≠M-ᴚ  4-5  -♢3dd4ᴚ⊥. 

 

The divers there used this to extend the time spent underwater, sometimes by a 

considerable length.  

3≠⊥-5 ᴚ3> ♢-3ᴚ3≠⊥-♢35⍝-5  ≠⊥-⊕⊥-♢Z3⊥+3-3≠⊥-3W ⊥-⊥Z3d5- ᴚ3⊥4Mᴚ3♢Z⍝-

53W ⊥3W⊕5-⤚8-4-3184ᴚ3♢ 5⊕☽-≠⊥9Z31. 

 

I acquired some of this seaweed in secret and at great expense then travelled out to the 

island under cover of darkness to test the validity of this myth.  

-♢3ᴚ  Ό☽4-3W⊕5-╛⊕-5  ≠⊥-⊕⊥-♢33M435-Z  -⊥3ᴚ☽35-♢Z4-⊥4-⊥43ᴚ9-

35Z3d+3-Z3≠⊥-♢3113>4ᴚ⊥-⊥⍝⊕-⊕⊥-3≠⊥-♢Z415 - ᴚ3♢Z⍝-ᴚ3>⊕☽-╛⊕-553Z⋊ᴚ4♢-

⊕⊥-⊥53⊥-3≠⊥-⤚⊥ ♢ 14>-╛⊕-5  ≠⊥-≠⊥⤚ W. 

 

The Islewards guard the island. They protect Bruidds lair.  

3≠⊥-⤚5♢ᴚ4M315 -♢ᴚ4⍝9-3≠⊥-⤚♢Z4315 -⤚3≠⊥-⊥☽3⊥⊕ᴚd-5♢♢  ⍝ᴚ8-ᴚ  41. 

 

They reside in caves on the shore at the closest point to the isle and one always keeps 

watch from atop the isle, by night and by day, whatever the weather.  



⤚3≠⊥-3♢ 53ᴚ-Z -53>4☽-Z⊕-3≠⊥-3ᴚ⊕≠5-⊥4-3≠⊥-⊥535⊕1☽-⊥Z ⊕d-⊕⊥-3≠⊥-315

-♢Z4-3Z⊕-5⤚4M14-5d33⋊-≠☽⊥4M- W⊕ᴚ╛-d⊕⊥4-3≠⊥-315  -⤚8-⊥≠9  Z-♢Z4-⤚8-

⤚4♢-ᴚ3>3⊥4≠M-3≠⊥-ᴚ3≠⊥43M. 

 

They have one weakness, drink. I spiked their keg of rum the day before with a heavy 

sedative to ensure my safe approach.  

⤚3≠⊥-3>4≠-3Z⊕-5535Z⋊43M-⋊Z ᴚ♢- -♢3⋊  d5-ᴚ 3≠⊥-93⋊- ╛⊕-W⍝ᴚ-3≠⊥-

⤚4♢-3 ᴚ⊕╛38-≠⊥ M-4-⤚>43≠-3> ⊥4♢35. 

 

Without the seaweed I could not have succeeded but I found the secret passage and 

travelled its length to emerge in a massive darkened rock cavern.  

⊥⍝⊕≠⊥ M-3≠⊥-♢33M435- -♢1⍝⊕☽-⊥⊕Z-3>4≠-♢3♢33☽☽⍝5-⊥⍝8- -♢Z⍝⊕╛-

3≠⊥-⊥3ᴚ☽35-394554d-♢Z4-♢3113>4ᴚ⊥-5⊥ -⊕⊥-39ᴚ3W3-Z -4-3> 554W-♢3Z3⋊ 

ᴚ4♢-⋊☽⊕ᴚ-Zᴚ3>4☽. 

 

There at the far end slept the gigantic horror, scales, tentacles and fins, ready to awaken at 

any moment, it seemed to me and I fled in fear and disgust. 

3ᴚ3≠⊥-⊥4-3≠⊥-ᴚ4╛-♢Z3-⊥d315-3≠⊥-☽ ⊥Z49 9-ᴚ⊕ᴚᴚ⊕≠-5314☽5-531☽4⊥Z3⊥-♢Z4-5Z

 ╛-⤚♢43ᴚ-⊕⊥- Z3⋊4M4-⊥4-⤚Z4-⊥Z3W⊕W-⊥  -♢3W335-⊕⊥-♢Z4- -♢31╛-Z - 

ᴚ43╛-♢Z4-⊥5⍝95 ♢. 

 

He is an abomination and I believe that I have discovered the means kill him. 

3≠-5 -Z4-Z⊕⊥4Z W⊕84-♢Z4- -3>3 138-⊥4≠⊥- -3>4≠-♢ᴚ3>⊕☽ ♢-3≠⊥-

5Z43W-⊕⊥-11 ⋊-W ≠. 

 

Turn to three hundred and four 

Z ᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-♢33ᴚ≠⊥-♢3ᴚ♢Z⍝≠-♢Z4- ᴚ⍝⊕╛ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Entry 3 

The device with which they intend to raise Bruidd, they call the Bruiddrisen.  

3≠⊥-3☽ >3♢-≠⊥ M-≠☽ ≠M-⤚3≠⊥-♢Z3⊥Z -⊕⊥-35 4ᴚ -⤚3≠⊥-114☽-3≠⊥-Z35

ᴚ♢♢ ⍝ᴚ8. 

 

It houses the seven stones possessed by the noble families and channels white light through 

the Sunstone out through the other stones.  

⊥ -535⍝⊕≠-3≠⊥-Z3>35-53Z⊕⊥5-♢35535⊕d-⤚8-3≠⊥-318⊕Z-531  W4╛-♢Z4-5113 

Z4≠☽-3⊥ ≠M-⊥≠9 1-≠9⍝⊕ᴚ≠⊥-3≠⊥-3Z⊕⊥5Z⍝5-⊥⍝⊕-≠9⍝⊕ᴚ≠⊥-3≠⊥-ᴚ3≠⊥⊕-53Z 

⊕⊥5. 

The emanating lights of many colours when they fall upon Bruidd and the words of power 

are uttered, will supposedly awaken him from his long slumber.  

3≠⊥-9Z ⊥4Z4W3-3⊥ ≠M-╛⊕ -⤚Z4W-5ᴚ⍝⊕1⊕☽-Z≠3M-⤚3≠⊥-114╛-Z⊕d⍝-♢♢

⍝ᴚ8-♢Z4-3≠⊥-5♢ᴚ⊕M-╛⊕-ᴚ3M⊕d-3ᴚ4-♢3ᴚ3⊥⊥⍝-11 M-⤚1♢35⊕dd⍝5-Z3⋊4M4-W

≠-W⊕ᴚ╛-5 ≠-9Z⊕1-ᴚ38W⍝15. 

 

It is my belief that a device that is opposite in nature to the Bruiddrisen could have the 

opposite effect, rendering him susceptible to mortal weapons.  

⊥ -5 -⤚W-╛3 138-⊥4≠⊥-4-3☽ >3♢-⊥4≠⊥-5 -3⊥ 5⊕dd⊕-Z -3ᴚ⍝⊥4Z-

⊕⊥-3≠⊥-Z35 ᴚ♢♢ ⍝ᴚ8-♢1⍝⊕☽-3>4≠-3≠⊥-3⊥ 5⊕dd⊕-⊥☽3╛╛3-9Z  ᴚ3♢Z3ᴚ- 

W ≠-318 ⊥d3☽5⍝5-⊕⊥-14⊥ᴚ⊕W-5Z⊕d43W. 

 

I have named this device the Bruiddkeeper and have rendered my design below. 

-3>4≠-♢3W4Z-5  ≠⊥-3☽ >3♢-3≠⊥-ᴚ3d33⋊5♢♢ ⍝ᴚ8-♢Z4-3>4≠-♢3ᴚ3♢Z3ᴚ-⤚W- 

Z9 53♢-M⊕138. 

 

I believe that by channelling light through the coloured stones, out through the Sunstone, the 

resulting white radiance will render the beast mortal. The sunstone alone lacks the power, 

but the concentrated energy of all seven stones should suffice. 



-3>3 138-⊥4≠⊥-⤚8-9Z 113ZZ4≠☽-⊥≠9 1-≠9⍝⊕ᴚ≠⊥-3≠⊥-♢3ᴚ⍝⊕1⊕☽-

53Z⊕⊥5-⊥⍝⊕-≠9⍝⊕ᴚ≠⊥-3≠⊥-3Z⊕⊥5Z⍝5-3≠⊥-9Z ⊥1⍝53ᴚ-3⊥ ≠M-3☽Z4 ♢4ᴚ-

11 M-ᴚ3♢Z3ᴚ-3≠⊥-⊥5438-14⊥ᴚ⊕W-3≠⊥-3Z⊕⊥5Z⍝5-3Z⊕14-5⋊☽41-3≠⊥-ᴚ3M⊕d-⊥⍝8-

3≠⊥-♢3⊥4ᴚ⊥Z3☽Z⊕☽-⤚9ᴚ3Z3-╛⊕-114-Z3>35-53Z⊕⊥5-♢1⍝⊕≠5-3☽ ╛╛⍝5. 

 

Then, he must die!!! 

Z3≠⊥-3≠-⊥5⍝W-3 ♢. 

 

Turn to five hundred and thirty-six 

Z ᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-3> ╛-♢3ᴚ♢Z⍝≠-♢Z4-⤚⊥ᴚ ≠⊥-+  5. 

 

Entry 4 

Even if such a device can be fashioned, the stones must be aligned in their correct order.  

Z3>3-╛ -≠☽⍝5-4-3☽ >3♢-Z4☽-38-♢3Z⊕ ≠54╛-3≠⊥-53Z⊕⊥5-⊥5⍝W-38-♢3Z9

14-Z -ᴚ 3≠⊥-⊥☽33ᴚ⊕☽-ᴚ3♢ᴚ⊕. 

This I do not know.  

5 ≠⊥- -⊕♢-⊥⊕Z-M⊕Z⋊. 

 

Also, each stone requires its own word of power and other than for the Sunstone, these I 

know not either, but I shall endeavour to discover them.  

⊕514-≠☽43-3Z⊕⊥5-53ᴚ ⍝Ό3ᴚ-5⊥ -ZM⊕-♢ᴚ⊕M-╛⊕-ᴚ3M⊕d-♢Z4-ᴚ3≠⊥⊕-Z4≠⊥-

ᴚ⊕╛-3≠⊥-3Z⊕⊥5Z⍝5-353≠⊥- -M⊕Z⋊-⊥⊕Z-ᴚ3≠⊥ 3-⊥⍝8- -114≠5-ᴚ⍝⊕>43♢Z3-

⊕⊥-ᴚ3>⊕☽5 ♢-M3≠⊥. 

 

The night of Sabbatan approaches. It occurs only once every sixty years and is the only time 

when it is possible to awaken Bruidd.  

 

3≠⊥-⊥≠9 Z-╛⊕-Z4⊥⊥4845-53≠☽4⊕ᴚdd4-⊥ -5ᴚ⍝☽☽⊕-⤚1Z⊕-3☽Z⊕-⤚ᴚ3>3-⤚⊥+

5-5ᴚ43⤚-♢Z4-5 -3≠⊥-⤚1Z⊕-3W ⊥-Z3≠M-⊥ -5 -318  55⊕d-⊕⊥-Z3⋊4M4-♢♢

⍝ᴚ8. 

 

I will foil their plan, then seek the means to destroy the monster. 

-11 M-1 ⊕╛-ᴚ 3≠⊥-Z41d-Z3≠⊥-⋊335-3≠⊥-5Z43W-⊕⊥-⤚⊕ ⊥53♢-3≠⊥-

ᴚ3⊥5Z⊕W. 



 

Turn to four hundred and three 

Z ᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-ᴚ⍝⊕╛-♢3ᴚ♢Z⍝≠-♢Z4-33ᴚ≠⊥ 

 

Entry 5 

Calamity! On returning from town, my wonderful loving wife was drowned in the Sunval 

stream.  

⤚⊥ W414☽-Z⊕-9Z Z ᴚ⍝⊥3ᴚ-W⊕ᴚ╛-ZM⊕⊥-⤚W-1⍝╛ᴚ3♢Z⊕M-9Z >⊕1-3╛

M-54M-♢3ZM⊕ᴚ♢-Z -3≠⊥-14>Z⍝5-W43ᴚ⊥5. 

 

I am filled with grief and anger, for I do not believe that it was an accident.  

-W4-♢311 ╛-≠⊥ M-╛3 ᴚ9-♢Z4-ᴚ39Z4-ᴚ⊕╛- -⊕♢-⊥⊕Z-3>3 138-⊥4≠⊥-⊥

-54W-Z4-⊥Z3♢ ☽☽4. 

 

The nobles have been very cold with me lately.  

3≠⊥-5318⊕Z-3>4≠-Z338-⤚ᴚ3>-♢1⊕☽-≠⊥ M-3W-⤚13⊥41. 

 

I fear they know my plans.  

-ᴚ43╛-⤚3≠⊥-M⊕Z⋊-⤚W-5Z41d. 

 

My wife’s death was a warning, but would they dare harm me?  

⤚W-53╛ M-≠⊥43♢-54M-4-9Z Zᴚ4M-⊥⍝8-♢1⍝⊕M-⤚3≠⊥-3ᴚ4♢-Wᴚ4≠-3W. 

 

They need me and my Sunstone to raise Bruidd.  

⤚3≠⊥-♢33Z-3W-♢Z4-⤚W-3Z⊕⊥5Z⍝5-⊕⊥-35 4ᴚ-♢♢ ⍝ᴚ8. 

 

However, if they know that I have no intention of raising him but rather of killing him?  

ᴚ3>3M⊕≠-╛ -⤚3≠⊥-M⊕Z⋊-⊥4≠⊥- -3>4≠-⊕Z-Z⊕ ⊥Z3⊥Z -╛⊕-9Z  5  4ᴚ- 

W ≠-⊥⍝8-ᴚ3≠⊥4ᴚ-╛⊕-9Z 11 ⋊- W  ≠. 

 

The noble families need me, but some of them are openly hostile to me now.  

 



The Portmans and Islewards are hot-headed and might take matters into their own hands 

even if the other families do not sanction it. 

 

Turn to six hundred and ninety-seven 

Z ᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-+ 5-♢3ᴚ♢Z⍝≠-♢Z4-⤚⊥3Z  Z-Z3>35. 

 

Entry 6 

 

I have decided to flee tonight. I was right. 

-34>≠-♢3♢ ☽3♢-⊕⊥-331╛-⊥≠9 Z⊕⊥. 

-54M-⊥≠9 ᴚ. 

I left the farm in the dead of night and hid further up the vale. In the early hours flames leapt 

up from the farm. 

-⊥╛31-3≠⊥-Wᴚ4╛-Z -3≠⊥-♢43♢-╛⊕-⊥≠9 Z-♢Z4-♢ ≠- ᴚ3≠⊥ᴚ⍝╛-d⍝-3≠⊥-314>. 

Z -3≠⊥-⤚1ᴚ43-5ᴚ⍝⊕≠-53W41╛-⊥d431-d⍝-W⊕ᴚ╛-3≠⊥-Wᴚ4╛. 

It is no more. I shall never return to this place.  

⊥ -5 -⊕Z-3ᴚ⊕W. 

-114≠-ᴚ3>3Z-Zᴚ⍝⊥3ᴚ-⊕⊥-5 ≠⊥-3☽41d. 

I long to kill this monster, but to remain here now would spell certain death.  

-9Z⊕1-⊕⊥-11 ⋊-5 ≠⊥-ᴚ3⊥5Z⊕W-⊥⍝8-⊕⊥-Z 4W3ᴚ-3ᴚ3≠-M⊕Z-♢1⍝⊕M-113 

d5- Z 4⊥ᴚ3☽-≠⊥43♢. 

At least without me he cannot be raised from his dark lair.  

⊥4-⊥5431-⊥⍝⊕≠⊥ M-3W-3≠-⊥⊕ZZ4☽-38-♢35 4ᴚ-W⊕ᴚ╛-5 ≠-⋊ᴚ4♢-ᴚ 41. 

I will leave this journal in a hiding place I share with my old friend 

-11 M-3>431-5 ≠⊥-14Zᴚ⍝⊕ſ-Z -4-9Z ♢ ≠-3☽41d- -3ᴚ4≠5-≠⊥  M-

⤚M-♢1⊕-♢Z3 ᴚ╛. 

I implore whomsoever succeeds in reading it…. kill Bruidd.  

-3ᴚ⊕1dW -ᴚ3>3⊕5W⊕≠M-5♢33☽⍝5-Z -9Z ♢43ᴚ-⊥ -11 ⋊-♢♢  ᴚ8. 

 

Turn to five hundred and eleven 

Z ᴚ⍝⊥-⊕⊥-3> ╛-♢3ᴚ♢Z⍝≠-♢Z4- Z3>313. 

 


